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Presentation Notes
KatieGoal is to make the best evidence decision-making process an integral part of the quality system.All of you play a role in improving the quality for Florida’s most vulnerable children. When working with children, we are all specialists in some way… 



Sometimes we are guessing…
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… or taming 
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Maybe even sprouting Mandrakes.
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Specialists:
• Screen
• Observe
• Conduct formative and summative assessments
• Review results
• Refer and follow-up on screenings and other assessments
• Provide direct support to providers
• Work closely with Child Care Resource and Referral 
• Provide training and model appropriate strategies needed for 

children
• Collaborate with many agencies
• Coach providers
• Offer technical assistance and training to providers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of us are working for the best possible outcomes for children. Our system includes specialists who focus on specific areas of the system of quality – inclusion, infant/toddler, preschool, school-age – you use your knowledge and professional wisdom to make decisions on a daily basis. Specifically, you…



Staff Qualifications and Knowledge Base 

Staff Role Knowledge, Skills 
and Abilities

 Infant/Toddler Specialists
 Preschool Specialists
 Afterschool Specialists
 Inclusion Specialists

 Analyze
 Assess
 Do Targeted 

Interventions
 Train
 Coach
 Coordinate

B.S./M.S. Related 
Field or 
Substantial 
Qualifying 
Experience and 
Coaching 
Certificate
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Presentation Notes
KatieAgain, your role provides expertise to the role to inform practice. Use professional wisdom to facilitate the best evidence decision making process. We won’t go through the process in detail again, but wanted you to have this as a refresher. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
KatieOne of the most critical elements in the cycle is the prioritization of goals. Your role is key to examining the information, the limitations, the resources available to determine which areas of need should be addressed first.  Once you know what to tackle first, you have to decide the best options or tools to use. 



Suggested Trainings for Specialists

Initiative OEL/RFs Coaches PD Leads Inclusion 
Specialists

I/T 
Specialist

Preschool 
Specialists

School Age 
Specialists 

Program 
Managers

Observers

CLASS/MMCI       

Screening       

Child Assessment        

Pyramid Model        

Racial Equity         

10 Components       

BPIECE       

Trauma Informed Care 
Classroom Strategies

       

Reflective Supervision (FAIMH)       

Safe Baby     

FAIMH Endorsement

Mind in the Making         
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
AntricaAdopted for the program assessment piece of HB 1091Supports positive interactions between teacher and studentDimensions build as the child growsCan be used to examine practice and identify ways to improve qualityTeachstone’s Making the Most of Classroom Interactions – The coach is the expert to provide teachers with support and drive targeted improvements. Help teachers develop their skills in the domains and dimensions. SHOULD WE ADD SOME OF THE OUTCOMES FROM THE EVALUATIONS THAT SHOW CHILD GAINS THROUGH IMPLEMENTAITON FIDELITY? Availability of courses – how many have been trained? How often are classes provided? Sharing of spaces between coalitions 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
MoniqueThe work of the Center for Prevention and Early Intervention Policy at FSU, we are beginning our first training in June 2019. The goal is to provide supports for the infant/toddler programs and classrooms. Through the 10 components, the infant/toddler specialist is provided a model for elements of quality. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
MoniqueWhile many of you were trained on the 10 Components years previously, the CPEIP improved the process through an observation tool inform the needs assessment, and the online tool also provides a personalized quality improvement plan to guide specialists as they assist providers to improve quality. 



VPK Assessment
• Provides VPK instructors 

with a user friendly tool 
that will help identify 
the skill levels of the 
children in their program 
and guide instructional 
decisions. 
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VPK Assessment Facts
• Required for VPK providers as a 

pre- and post assessment
• Progress monitoring with three 

assessment periods 
• Aligned with the Standards: 4 Years 

Old to Kindergarten
• Four Measures

• Print Knowledge
• Phonological Awareness
• Mathematics
• Oral Language and Vocabulary

• Results are not used for program 
accountability, but instead to 
guide instructional activities that 
promote children’s development of 
important readiness skills
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AP 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CassandraAgain, your role provides expertise to the role to inform practice. Use professional wisdom to facilitate the best evidence decision making process. AP 1 Data: Key PointsIt’s important to review and analyze data AP1 provides baseline informationDevelop a quality learning environmentMonitor progressCommunicate with families



Classroom 
Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CassandraClassroom Reports per assessment measure provide raw scores for all children within the class on all assessment measures. The classroom level report provides a horizontal view of each child’s raw score for the selected assessment period on one of the four measures.Classroom reports would be useful for a teacher to see at a glance how the class as a whole has performed on each of the assessment measures for planning instruction.



How do YOU review VPK Assessment Data?

• What do you see?
• Is there a process for reviewing 

the data with your 
director/teacher?

• Are you surprised with how your 
children performed? Why or why 
not?

• What do you usually do with this 
information?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CassandraThe Reports available from the online reporting system (Bright Beginnings) provide important information about the learning gains that are being achieved in the classroom. By reviewing the reports and looking closer at the expected norms you willSee how the class is doing on each of the measuresKnow which measure appears to be the area of strength or greatest need for the class as a wholeBe able to look closer at each individual child’s scoresAll this information will support educators in making instructional decisions.The Expected Norm Score is the score that determines if a child is on track for exceeding, meeting or is below expectations for each measure. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CassandraAgain, your role provides expertise to the role to inform practice. Use professional wisdom to facilitate the best evidence decision making process. AP 2 Data: Key PointsLook closer at the data to determine instructional needs so all children are on target in meeting expected learning outcomesReview your curriculum to make sure all skills/concepts are covered Plan for whole, small and individual instruction



Coming Soon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CassandraThe Preschool Quality Building Blocks is based on the work of the 10 Components but focuses on the preschool age and preschool specialist skills. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
HopeThe Preschool Quality Building Blocks is based on the work of the 10 Components but focuses on the preschool age and preschool specialist skills. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
HopeThis slide illustrates “SOME” of the supports and considerations available and to be considered in the preschool setting.  Dual Language is an example of  a CONSIDERATIONBPIECE and CCR&R are examples of RESOURCES or SUPPORTS
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LisetteAgain, your role provides expertise to the role to inform practice. Use professional wisdom to facilitate the best evidence decision making process. We won’t go through the process in detail again, but wanted you to have this as a refresher. 



Putting it all together
Issue Identified during 
self assessment

What outcome or goal 
do we seek?

Priority 
(L/M/H)

How will we get this 
outcome? (Steps)

Success measure By when?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LisetteGive them 10 minutes to fill out. If time, they can report out. A call comes in on the Warmline that a parent is concerned that her child is separated from other children in the class and given “busy” work, doing puzzles and coloring throughout the day. When the specialist follows up with the provider, he learns that the teacher tries to include the child, but she pulls away and only wants to work independently.To better understand the issue, the specialist encouraged the provider to work with his teacher to complete the BPIECE. The scores indicated lower scores in Environment, Family, and Interaction. After gathering more information, the specialist learned from the parent that the child had some sensory processing issues. The bright lights designed to ensure adequate lighting, the laughter from the other children, and the crowded centers made group activities difficult for the child. The parent did not communicate the child’s needs to the provider, and the provider did not have a system in place to ensure any concerns. Finally, the teacher’s scores indicate a need to develop stronger interactions and building classroom community. The specialist, the coach, and the provider examined the three main concerns and decided to first work on the sensory overload of the centers. The teacher tried pairing the child with one other student rather than in small groups, spread the centers around the room to provide for more space between centers, and stop playing music during center time. The provider began piloting a new intake form for parents, began meeting parents at the front during drop-off to encourage initial conversations between the program and parents. Finally, the specialist looked over the teacher’s CLASS scores and found other areas that could use some support. The teacher had not taken the MMCI training, and the next series of classes would not begin for another 3 months. The coach agreed to begin visiting the classroom and start providing guidance on stronger interactions in the classroom. The team would regroup in 30 days to assess progress, ensure the classes were still scheduled, and see if there were other concerns that came from the BPIECE and CLASS that could be addressed. 



Putting it all together
Issue Identified during 
self assessment

What outcome or goal 
do we seek?

Priority 
(L/M/H)

How will we get this 
outcome? (Steps)

Success measure By when?

• Lower scores in 
Environment, Family, 
and Interaction

• Child had some sensory 
processing issues

Higher scores in 
Environment, Family, and 
Interaction

H Pairing the child with one 
other student rather than in 
small groups, spread the 
centers around the room to 
provide for more space 
between centers, and stop 
playing music during center 
time
New intake form for 
parents, began meeting 
parents at the front during 
drop-off 

BPIECE 1 month

Teacher’s scores indicate a 
need to develop stronger 
interactions and building 
classroom community

Higher scores in the CLASS H MMCI training
coach agreed to begin 
visiting the classroom and 
start providing guidance on 
stronger interactions in the 
classroom. 

CLASS/Coaching 6 months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LisetteGive them 10 minutes to fill out. If time, they can report out. A call comes in on the Warmline that a parent is concerned that her child is separated from other children in the class and given “busy” work, doing puzzles and coloring throughout the day. When the specialist follows up with the provider, he learns that the teacher tries to include the child, but she pulls away and only wants to work independently.To better understand the issue, the specialist encouraged the provider to work with his teacher to complete the BPIECE. The scores indicated lower scores in Environment, Family, and Interaction. After gathering more information, the specialist learned from the parent that the child had some sensory processing issues. The bright lights designed to ensure adequate lighting, the laughter from the other children, and the crowded centers made group activities difficult for the child. The parent did not communicate the child’s needs to the provider, and the provider did not have a system in place to ensure any concerns. Finally, the teacher’s scores indicate a need to develop stronger interactions and building classroom community. The specialist, the coach, and the provider examined the three main concerns and decided to first work on the sensory overload of the centers. The teacher tried pairing the child with one other student rather than in small groups, spread the centers around the room to provide for more space between centers, and stop playing music during center time. The provider began piloting a new intake form for parents, began meeting parents at the front during drop-off to encourage initial conversations between the program and parents. Finally, the specialist looked over the teacher’s CLASS scores and found other areas that could use some support. The teacher had not taken the MMCI training, and the next series of classes would not begin for another 3 months. The coach agreed to begin visiting the classroom and start providing guidance on stronger interactions in the classroom. The team would regroup in 30 days to assess progress, ensure the classes were still scheduled, and see if there were other concerns that came from the BPIECE and CLASS that could be addressed. 



Questions?
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